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Abstract 

This paper aims at a description of wh-movement and intermediate traces in French and 

reports on ERP signatures of a single French native speaker in order to advance our 

knowledge and understanding of the processing of wh-movement and intermediate traces. 

Generative theory proposes that questions and relative clauses may include wh-elements 

that are moved from their thematic position, sometimes making use of intermediate landing 

sites to split long movements up into smaller cyclic movements (Chomsky 1973, 1986; 

Gazdar, Klein, Pullum & Sag 1985). According to this theory, the movements leave an 

intermediate trace in each temporary landing site. Evidence for such traces can be found in 

readily available linguistic data as well as in the results of empirical studies focusing on 

reading times or neural activity. 

 

1. Introduction 

 

 In multiple-clause sentences involving movement, traces of syntactic objects are found to allow 

the generation and processing of information. In the context of interrogatives and relative clauses, 

wh-elements are moved from their thematic position to a position higher in the syntax, as in (1) 

and (2), respectively. 

 (1) [What1 did John buy    t1   ] ? 

 (2) [I don’t know [who1 Mary saw   t1    yesterday]] . 

The fronted wh-elements in (1) and (2) originate as the object of the verb (‘buy’ and ‘saw’) and 

move to the SpecCP position of their clause to allow for the construction of interrogatives. In both 

these examples, the procedure consists of a single movement from the original position to SpecCP. 

In more complex sentences, several movements may be necessary to displace the object across 

multiple clauses, as in (3). 

 (3)  [Who1 did Mary say [  t1    that John thought [  t1    was at the party]]] ? 
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In (3), the subject of the right-most embedded clause moved from its thematic position to the next 

higher clause before a second movement into the top SpecCP. The traces left between the original 

trace and the final landing site are called intermediate traces. 

 Intermediate traces represent a syntactic assumption which has found evidence in the 

manipulation of sentences, as well as in a few psycholinguistic studies investigating behavioral 

responses to the written or oral comprehension of such long-distance dependencies in the 

participants’ native language, as exemplified in (3). Most psycholinguistic research on native 

languages has focused primarily on original traces of movement (Swinney, Ford, Frauenfelder & 

Bresnan 1988; Nicol & Swinney 1989; Nicol, Fodor & Swinney 1994; Chen, Wolf & Gibson 

2002; Bever & McElree 1988; MacDonald 1989; Bever & Sanz 1997) but only two studies 

(Frazier & Clifton 1989; Gibson & Warren 2004) have investigated intermediate traces in native 

comprehension. The syntactic processing of intermediate traces has also been investigated in a 

few second language acquisition studies (e.g. Dekydtspotter & Miller 2009; Dekydtspotter & 

Miller 2013; Miller 2015; Dekydtspotter, Gilbert, Miller, Iverson, Leal & Innis 2017). 

 The present article is a case study in which electroencephalographic (EEG) technology is 

used to investigate how a native speaker of French integrates syntactic information when dealing 

with long-distance dependencies. The type of wh-movement involved includes noun 

complements and noun-phrase modifiers, two structures which crucially differ in the number of 

traces that they leave in the syntactic derivation. It is thus a study of both syntactic theory and 

native speaker processing. As syntactic theory mostly finds confirmation in the analysis of 

grammatical judgments, this study aims at adding evidence found in neural processing. The next 

section provides theoretical background on the syntax of wh-movement in French and in English, 

and reviews the literature on the processing of filler-gap situations and integration of 

intermediate traces. I then report on this case study of native French processing of wh-movement 

thereby filling some of the gaps in the literature. The methodology is outlined and results are 

discussed. 

 

2. Literature review 

 

2.1. Syntactic theory of wh-movement in French and English 
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As noted by Stroik (2009: 55), “wh-constructions pose a special challenge for any theory of 

syntax”. This challenge rests partly on the wide range of syntactic behaviors and morphological 

properties of wh-expressions displayed across languages. I will start this literature review with a 

contrastive discussion of theoretical assumptions of wh-movement in French and in English. 

 Different languages instantiate various morphosyntactic behaviors and constraints on wh-

movements. In Chinese, all wh-expressions remain in situ at S-structure. In English, they move 

clause-initially, while in French they can optionally move like in English or remain in situ like in 

Chinese (Aoun, Hornstein & Sportiche, 1981; Rudin 1988: 445; Bošković, 1999: 3).1 Note that 

in languages like French and English, only one wh-expression can be moved clause-initially in 

the case of multiple wh-movement. If there is a second wh-expression, it must remain in situ. 

These three patterns of behavior are illustrated in the following examples.  

 (4) Ni xiang-zhidao  Lisi  weisheme  mai-le sheme ? 

  2S wonder  Lisi why  bought what 

  ‘What do you wonder why Lisi bought?’    [Chinese] 

 (5) What did you give to whom?      [English] 

 (6) a.  Qu’ as-tu  donné  à  qui ? 

   what  aux-2S given to who ? 

   ‘What did you give to whom?’  

  b. Tu as  donné  quoi  à qui ? 

   2S aux given what to who ? 

   ‘What did you give to whom?’   [French]     

 Since Government and Binding theory, wh-movement is considered to be the movement 

of a wh-constituent to the specifier of CP (SpecCP) (Haegeman 1994: 305; Adger 2003: 349). 

The constituent affected by wh-movement is called the landing site (ibid: 376). Then, the 

Minimalist approach (Chomsky 1995) brought theoretical precisions on what could trigger such 

a movement. Crucial notions to the Minimalist Program include economy conditions such as the 

principle of Procrastinate on the operation Move, which give rise to optimal derivations. 

Procrastinate dictates that LF movement is less costly than overt movement. Covert operations 

are "a kind of wired-in reflex operating mechanically" (Chomsky 1995: 198), while overt 

                                                
1 All wh-expressions remain in situ in English only in the special case of echo questions as in ‘You said 
what?’. 
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movement must be morphologically driven for it to be realized. The motivation for overt 

movement is proposed to be a strong feature on the target element, which needs to be checked 

off by Spell-Out so that the derivation does not crash. "A strong feature triggers an overt 

operation to eliminate it by checking" (Chomsky 1995: 233), while a target with a weak feature 

will not trigger overt movement. For example, it is proposed that interrogative C° in Chinese has 

a weak [Q] feature, which is why wh-expressions remain in situ in that language. Under this view 

of syntactic operations, it would seem as though optionality of movement is impossible because 

languages might be thought to have either a strong or a weak feature. Then how can we account 

for the fact that French allows both overtly moved and in situ wh-expressions? It has been 

posited that French has both a strong and a weak [Q] available (Bošković 1998). During the 

derivation, the speaker chooses a strong [Q] to move the wh-expression, or a weak [Q] for a 

desired in situ interrogative. 

 Another formulation of the motivations for wh-movement lies in what Rizzi (1996) called 

the wh-criterion. Under his view, the wh-criterion requires that an agreement relationship be in 

place between a wh-constituent, called the wh-operator found in SpecCP, and the C head which 

carries a [wh] feature. Let us consider (4): 

 (7) a. [CP To whom [C [+wh] did [IP Jean speak]]] ? 

  b. [CP A qui [C [+wh] est-ce que [IP Jean a parlé]]] ? 

In (7), the head C carries the strong [wh] feature, attracting the wh-expression which then moves 

from its theta (or thematic) position to SpecCP, licensing thereby a local Spec-Head relationship. 

In other words, the wh-expression moves into SpecCP to check the [wh] feature in C. As noted 

above, wh-expressions in French can optionally remain in situ, as in (8). 

 (8) [CP [IP Jean a parlé [PP à qui]]] ? 

  ‘Jean spoke to whom?’ 

In (8), the wh-criterion does not apply because the wh-expression does not act an as operator. 

Mathieu (1999) clarifies that movement to SpecCP (at least in French) has at least three 

functions: a) it indicates the scope of a wh-phrase; b) it provides a binder (an antecedent) for the 

wh-phrase; and c) it checks the strong feature of C (Mathieu 1999: 444).  

 As seen above, the moved wh-constituents originate in their thematic position and land in 

SpecCP. Movement results in a trace that is left where the wh-expression originated, as in (9) and 

(10) below, where the trace is represented by t and is co-indexed with its antecedent. 
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 (9) [CP What1 [IP did you buy    t1    at the store]] ? 

 (10) [CP Qui1 est-ce que [IP tu as vu    t1    la semaine dernière]] ? 

  ‘Who did you see   t1    last week?’ 

In both these sentences, the wh-expression moves across IP and lands in SpecCP. Now consider 

(11) and (12) in English. 

 (11)  [CP What1 [IP did John say [CP that [IP Mary heard [CP that [IP Sue thought [CP  

  that [IP Bill wanted    t1    ]]]]]]]]? 

 (12) * [CP Who1 [IP do you regret [NP the fact [CP that [IP you invited    t1    ]]]? 

Long-distance movement across several clauses in (11) does not result in an ungrammatical 

sentence, while it does in (12). In fact, the sentence in (12) has much fewer clauses than (11). 

The ungrammaticality of (12) does not seem to come from the number of clauses, but rather from 

the type of clauses. While it seems that a movement can occur across IP and CP, it cannot occur 

across an NP. This hypothesis can be verified by removing the NP in (12). Consider (13) below. 

 (13) [CP Who1 [IP do you regret [CP that [IP you invited    t1    ]]]? 

Sentence (13) shows that removing the NP [the fact] yields a grammatical sentence. This 

phenomenon is related to the notion of subjacency first discussed in Chomsky (1973) who 

defines the Subjacency Condition as follows: 

 (14) In the structure 

  ... X ... [a ... [b ... Y ... ] ... ] ... X ... 

  no rule may "involve" X and Y, where a and b are bounding categories 

In other words, the subjacency condition forbids movement across more than one bounding node 

(where a bounding node is either a lexical or functional category). Considering the data in (12) 

and (13), it would seem as though in English, NP is a bounding node, since it blocks movement 

here.  

 Different languages have different sets of bounding nodes, and Chomsky (1973) shows 

that for English, this set consists of NP, PP, S’, and S (the latter two translate into IP and CP, 

respectively, under the Minimalist approach). This set of bounding nodes was established on the 

basis of ungrammatical sentences observed in the contexts of wh-islands, PP-extraposition, the 

complex NP constraint, and the subject condition. Sportiche (1981) examines each of these 

contexts in French and compares them to English in order to investigate the possible 

(non)isomorphy of the sets of bounding nodes in these two languages. He claims that in specific 
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constructions, French behaves differently than English specifically because the sets of bounding 

nodes are not isomorphic. His investigation starts with the complex NP constraint in French. This 

constraint accounts for the impossibility to extract out of an NP, whether it be a relative clause or 

a noun complement. Consider the sentences in (15). 

 (15) a. *Qui connais-tu l’homme qui a vu ? 

   ‘Who do you know the man who saw?’ 

        b. *Qui croit-il l’histoire que tu as vu? 

   ‘Who does he believe the story that you saw?’ 

From the ungrammaticality of the sentences in (15), Sportiche (1981) concludes that at least two 

out S’, S, N", and N’ are bounding since there is a movement across all of these nodes, and the 

sentence is ungrammatical. 

 Sportiche then examines French sentences under the subject condition. This condition 

accounts for the impossibility of extracting out of a subject NP. While subject-NP wh-extraction 

is impossible in English as in (16), it seems possible in French as in (17). 

 (16)  *Which town do you believe [NP the inhabitants of __ ] know this book? 

 (17)  Combien as-tu vu [NP __ de personnes] ? 

       ‘How many did you see (of) persons?’ 

From the grammaticality of (17), Sportiche concludes that at most one out of S and N" is 

bounding since movement occurs across these two categories and the grammaticality of (17) 

shows that it must have occurred over only one bounding node. 

 Sportiche notes, however, that the same manipulation is impossible out of a PP as in (18). 

 (18)  *Combien as-tu voté [PP pour __ de démocrates] ? 

        ‘How many did you vote for (of) democrats?’ 

From the ungrammaticality of (18), he concludes that at least two of PP, S, and N” are bounding. 

 Then follows a discussion on noun complement extraction where wh-NPs are extracted 

directly from the NP internal position, PP-extraposition and island constraints. At the end of his 

paper, Sportiche draws a list of fourteen statements or conclusions he came to throughout his 

paper. By working out the parallelisms in all these statements, three bounding nodes emerge: S’ 

(IP), NP, and PP. Remember that the general assumption was that in English, S’ (IP), S (CP), NP 

and PP are bounding. Therefore, the main difference between the two languages is that S (CP) is 

not bounding in French while it is in English. The bounding nodes that Sportiche (1981) 
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determined for French are still considered valid today. More recent research has found that while 

IP did constitute a bounding node in French, it did so only when finite. When Infl is non-finite, 

long-distance movement is, in fact, allowed across IP and another bounding node (Prévost 2009: 

342) as in the following example where there is a licit movement across two IPs. 

 (19) [CP Quei [IP te demandes-tu [CP à quij [IP offrir ti tj]]]] 

  ‘What do you consider offering to whom?’ 

Now consider again example (11), reproduced here as (20). 

 (20) [CP What1 [IP did John say [CP that [IP Mary heard [CP that [IP Sue thought [CP  

  that [IP Bill wanted    t1    ]]]]]]]]? 

 It is puzzling that so many IPs and CPs would occur between the theta position of the wh-

expression and its landing site if IP and CP are bounding nodes in English, and yet yield a 

grammatical sentence. In sentences like (20), there are in fact multiple short wh-movements, as 

opposed to one long movement. Each movement does not go over more than one IP or CP at a 

time. This process of moving a phrase several times until it lands in its final position illustrates 

the principle of recursion, by which a linguistic rule can be applied to the result of the application 

of the same rule. According to Hauser, Chomsky, and Fitch (2002), recursion is the most crucial 

part of the core language faculty. With wh-movement, recursion and cyclicity are two related 

phenomena; the multiple short movements are called cyclic movements. The idea of cyclicity 

and short movements relate to economy principles which call for shorter operations in order to 

alleviate processing costs. Crucially, operations are local, and they multiply when necessary. 

 Since Ross’ (1967) MIT dissertation on syntactic constraints, it has been shown that 

empty SpecCP positions act as an escape hatch for multiple wh-movement. Each empty SpecCP 

that is not the actual landing site of the moved element can act as a temporary landing site. When 

the moving wh-expression leaves its temporary landing site, a new trace is created; more 

precisely an intermediate trace. The notion of intermediate traces will be crucial to the study I 

report on in this paper. The example used above can be re-represented with the following empty 

positions (empty positions before movement, which become intermediate traces after movement) 

below. 

 (21) [CP What1 [IP did John say [CP__ [c that [IP Mary heard [CP __ [c that [IP Sue  

  thought [CP __ [c that [IP Bill wanted    t1    ]]]]]]]]]]? 
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The wh-expression originates in its theta position and moves to every available empty SpecCP. 

Theoretically, recursive syntactic movement is unlimited. However, processing constraints such 

as working memory do not allow the application of an infinite number of movements.  

 Evidence for traces and intermediate traces can be found in readily available linguistic 

data such as sentences involving the colloquial English wanna-construction as in (22). 

 (22) Who do you wanna kiss   t1    ? 

In (22), a wh-expression has moved from its postverbal thematic position. The expression wanna 

is the contraction of the verb want and a following infinitival to. Now consider (23). 

 (23) (a) *Who do you wanna kiss you? 

  (b) Who do you want to kiss you? 

The examples in (23) show that ‘want to’ cannot be contracted. The ungrammaticality of (23a) is 

accounted for by the trace positioned between want and to, disallowing the wanna contraction, as 

represented in (24). 

 (24) Who do you want    t1    to kiss you? 

 This first section about the generative theory of wh-movement aimed at providing a 

general view of its mechanisms in French and in English. The next section examines previous 

work carried out to find evidence and support for this view from neural reflexes of syntactic 

processing. 

 

2.2. Psycholinguistic evidence of intermediate traces and EEG technology 

 

Experimental work in psycholinguistics can help shed light on syntactic theory and provide 

evidence for or against certain assumptions. However, such a relationship does not seem to have 

been a very productive one over the past thirty years. Franck, Soare, Frauenfelder & Rizzi (2009: 

167) notice a division between the two research areas, with a decreasing influence from 

theoretical constructs in linguistics to the extent that there is now “virtually no link between them 

[i.e. linguistic theory and experimental psycholinguistics]”. In the context of long-distance 

dependencies, evidence for traces has been found in linguistic data known to occur frequently in 

English, such as the wanna-contraction discussed above. Empirical studies focusing on native 

speakers have also found evidence for the existence of this theoretical concept. Gibson & Warren 

(2004) note that several studies have used reading times and eye-tracking technology to 
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investigate empty categories representing original traces of movement (e.g. Swinney, Ford, 

Frauenfelder & Bresnan 1988; Nicol & Swinney 1989; Nicol, Fodor & Swinney 1994; Chen, 

Wolf & Gibson 2002; Bever & McElree 1988; MacDonald 1989; Bever & Sanz 1997), but that 

only one study (Frazier & Clifton 1989) has studied intermediate traces. Frazier & Clifton (1989) 

found longer reading times associated with extraction across two clauses rather than one, and 

presented such results as evidence for intermediate traces and successive-cyclic movement. To 

contribute to lacking psychological evidence of intermediate traces, Gibson & Warren (2004) 

used a self-paced reading task on sentences such as in (25). The segmentation of the sentences is 

indicated by the slash marks. 

  (25) a. The manager whoi  /  the consultant claimed  /  ti   that  /  the new proposal  /   

  had pleased  ti   /  will hire  /  five workers tomorrow.  

   b. The manager whoi  /  the consultant’s claim  /  about  /  the new proposal  /   

  had pleased  ti   /  will hire  /  five workers tomorrow.  

The crucial difference between (25a) and (25b) is the number of movements involved. In (25a), 

there are two shorter movements, thus creating an intermediate trace. In (25b), there is only one 

movement and no intermediate trace. The results showed longer reading times on the 

complementizer that in sentences like (25a), suggesting that the heavier load of syntactic 

information to compute was caused by the presence of an intermediate trace. 

 In the domain of wh-movement and intermediate traces, only the two studies mentioned 

above have used psycholinguistic methods to get more insight onto the processes at play when a 

native speaker of a language integrates syntactic information. Recent research in the area of second 

language acquisition has contributed to the question of whether non-native speakers process 

linguistic information similarly to native speakers by investigating processing of intermediate 

traces. Even though these studies focus primarily on non-native speakers, native speakers are 

always used as controls and therefore contribute to the literature on the processing of intermediate 

traces in native speakers as well. 

 Dekydtspotter & Miller (2009) asked both native and non-native speakers of English to 

read sentences presented word by word on a computer screen, and to classify pictures (human or 

non-human) shown at targeted moments in the sentence. They read sentences involving cyclic 

movement across a clause and involving intermediate traces as in (26). The experimenters recorded 

the participants’ reading times. 
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 (26)  Harry is whoi Mary said on Monday [ti that the headmaster congratulated ti at the  

  assembly] 

The results of this study showed that non-native speakers could process syntactic information in 

a way that is similar to native speakers’. Superficial differences between the two populations are 

due to differences in lexical access, providing support for the claim that L2 acquisition is 

constrained by Universal Grammar, just like L1 acquisition. What this study also demonstrated 

through an analysis of reading times is that intermediate traces in long-distance dependencies 

found correlates in processing mechanisms. 

 Miller (2015) reported on a sentence processing experiment in L2 French designed to 

investigate patterns of filler reactivation during online sentence processing among L2 learners of 

French. The main experimental task targeted indirect object cleft sentences with complex 

embedding such as in (27). 

    (27) C’est à l’éléphant à quii Sarah a découvert vendredi soir ti que l’on avait expliqué 

  le nouveau jeu ti chez lui.  

   ‘It’s to the elephant that Sarah discovered Friday evening that someone had  

  explained the new game at his house.’ 

The results of Miller’s (2015) reading time study suggested that learners of French were sensitive 

to intermediate traces and that they were able to use a movement trace at clause edge to 

reactivate fillers. 

 While techniques such as eye-tracking or reading times used in the studies presented 

above can inform us on processing difficulties as reflected by rapidity or slowness on crucial 

moments of sentence interpretation, other techniques directly orientated towards neural activity 

have been used recently in the field of language processing. Indeed, sentence processing may be 

better understood with the help of neuroimaging techniques. Such techniques include the use of 

fMRI (Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging), MEG (magnetoencephalography) or EEG 

(electroencephalography), and can give direct insight on how the brain reacts to language. The 

main difference between these three techniques is that of spacial vs. temporal resolution. For 

example, while fMRI presents very accurate localization of activity in the brain, it records very 

slowly – in segments of seconds. EEG only provides data of electrical currents at the scalp, 

making it difficult to pin down the source of these currents inside the brain, but does so in 

milliseconds, which can inform us on the exact timing of particular moments of sentence 
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processing; in other words, timing of neural reflexes. Such reflexes can be negative deflections 

generally found at around 400ms (N400) which usually correlate with semantic violations or 

incongruities (Kutas & Hillyard 1980), positive deflections at around 600ms (P600) which have 

been found to index syntactic violations and garden-paths sentences (Osterhout & Holcomb 

1992), or left anterior negativities (LAN) which generally correlate with morphosyntactic 

analysis (Friederici, Steinhauer & Frisch 1999) and morphosyntactic violations. 

 From this literature review, two major gaps emerge. Psychological evidence of 

intermediate traces is scarce, and to the best of my knowledge, French was never considered to 

advance our understanding of such traces in native language processing. Therefore, I propose an 

empirical study which investigates intermediate traces in native French through the use of 

neuroimaging. My research questions are as follows. 

 RQ1: Do intermediate traces as described by generative syntactic theory find psychological 

and neural correlates? 

 RQ2: How do native speakers of French process intermediate traces? 

 

3. Methodology: a case study 

 

3. 1. Hypothesis 

 

Following previous literature, intermediate traces are expected to find psychological and neural 

correlates as the native speaker processes long-distance dependencies which involve movement 

across several clauses. Evidence of cyclic activation of the wh-element is expected to be found at 

gap positions as the ERP results are expected to pattern with theoretical assumptions of syntactic 

structures. The specific structure tested in this study is described in the stimulus section of this 

article. 

 

3. 2. Participant 

 

The single participant recruited for this case-study experiment is a native speaker of French 

(female, 30 years old). She is college-educated and she did not report dyslexia or any major mental 

illness. She is right-handed, with no left-handed immediate family members. This is important 
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because familial sinistrality was investigated in ERP studies focusing on language and was found 

to have an effect on sentence processing (Tanner & Van Hell 2014). 

 

3. 3. Procedure  

 

The participant first filled out a background questionnaire before starting the experiment. After 

the electrodes had been placed on her scalp, the participant sat in a comfortable chair and faced a 

computer screen. The stimuli were presented on a white background, word by word. Each word 

remained on the screen for 300 milliseconds and was followed by a 250-millisecond blank 

screen. Half of the stimulus items were followed by a comprehension query to keep the 

participant alert and to insure that she was maintaining her focus. The stimuli were presented in 

five blocks of 20 sentences each. Each block lasted approximately 8 minutes.  

 EEG was recorded continuously at 1000 samples per second via a 64-electrode EGI 

system and then divided into 5-second epochs starting with est-ce que (question tag) and running 

to the end of the interrogative sentence. Impedances were kept below 50 kΩ, and checked 

between each block. The EEG signal was collected using a Net Amps 300 amplifier. All pre-

processing and data cleaning procedures were performed using the EEGLAB toolbox. Data were 

filtered offline with a .05-100.5-Hertz band-pass filter. Line noise was removed using the 

CleanLine plugin for EEGLAB which removes sinusoidal artifacts. Then, in accordance with a 

protocol for epoch and channel rejections that includes two Independent Component Analyses, 

data was cleaned of further artifacts, such as blinks, ocular movements, and EMG. The analysis 

on ERPs were referenced to average mastoids. 

 

3. 4. Stimuli 

 

The stimuli consisted of 60 critical items and 40 distractors. The critical items followed a 2x2 

design in which the 4 conditions combined the type of syntactic structure (noun complement or 

noun phrase modifier) and the gender match or mismatch of the pronoun and its antecedent. All 

the critical items involved wh-movement where the noun complement vs NP modifier structures 

allow and forbid binding, respectively. The 4 conditions were therefore as follows: 
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Condition A 

Complement + gender match 

Condition B 

Complement + gender mismatch 

Condition C 

Modifier + gender match 

Condition D 

Modifier + gender mismatch 

 

 (28) A. Quel livre de lui est-ce que Paul a dit qui avait été lu attentivement? 

  B. Quel livre de lui est-ce que Marie a dit qui avait été lu attentivement? 

  C. Quel livre par lui est-ce que Paul a dit qui avait été lu attentivement? 

  D. Quel livre par lui est-ce que Marie a dit qui avait été lu attentivement? 

  ‘Which book of him/by him did Paul/Marie say that had been carefully read?’ 

The crucial difference between the A / B and C / D conditions above is that A / B include a noun 

complement (de lui) and C / D include an NP modifier (par lui). This difference can be tested by 

fronting the complement and the modifier. On the assumption that complements can easily be 

extracted out of their NP and fronted, and that adjunct-extraction and fronting yields 

ungrammatical sentences in French, we can show that de lui is a complement and that par lui is a 

modifier following the grammaticality judgments below. 

 (29) De qui est-ce que Paul a lu un livre? 

  ‘Of whom did Paul read a book?’ 

 (30) *Par qui est-ce que Paul a lu un livre? 

  ‘By whom did Paul read a book?’ 

While the noun complement is re-represented in each gap position as it moves with its noun, the 

NP modifier is not. Cyclic movement of the noun complement containing the pronoun allows the 

pronoun to be bound. The absence of the NP modifier in the gap positions where the NP is re-

represented makes binding impossible. The syntactic representations are given below.  

 (31) A / B  [CP <quel livre de lui1> [C est-ce que [IP Paul1 a dit [CP <quel livre de lui1>  

   [C qui [IP avait été lu <quel livre de lui1> avec attention]]]]]] ? 

   [CP <which book of him> [C is it that [IP Paul said [CP <which book of  

   him> [C that [IP had been read <which book of him> carefully]]]]]] ? 

 (32) C / D [CP <quel livre> par lui [C est-ce que [IP Paul a dit [CP <quel livre> [C qui  

   [IP avait été lu <quel livre> avec attention]]]]]] ? 
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   [CP <which book> by him [C is it that [IP Paul said [CP <which book> [C  

   that [IP had been read <which book> carefully]]]]]] ? 

The 60 critical items were generated from 15 base sentences (i.e. with different lexical items). The 

base sentences included 8 sentences starting with a masculine pronoun (in de lui/par lui), and 7 

sentences starting with a feminine pronoun (in d’elle/par elle).  

 The distractors were also questions but they did not follow any specific structure. Each 

distractor represented a single base sentence (i.e. no distractor was repeated with only 

modifications to pronoun gender, name, or such, as it is the case for critical items). 

 All 100 items, critical items and distractors alike, included exactly the same number of 

words (n= 13) in order to facilitate data processing. For more examples of critical items, see 

appendix. 

 

4. Results 

 

The results consist of 4 images showing potentials in four different regions of the brain (left 

anterior, right anterior, left posterior, right posterior). The center of the scalp was dismissed for 

the present study. In each picture, 4 lines are color-coded to represent the 4 conditions. 

Therefore, for each line, 15 stimulus items have been averaged out to represent a condition. Time 

is shown starting at 3,000 ms after stimulus onset, coinciding with the beginning of the 

presentation of the name (Paul, Marie, etc.) which served a baseline. The time axis ends with the 

end of the sentence. The data collected for processing efforts before the name were discarded. 

 In each picture, the baseline shows a convergence of all four conditions, as it should. 

Further down the syntactic derivation (i.e. towards the end of the sentence) the conditions usually 

seem to diverge as a result of the syntactic computations of the different representations of wh-

movement. Therefore, I will focus on the patterns showing after 5,000 ms (which is the moment 

that coincides with the intermediate trace or gap position). 

 

4.1. Images 
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Left anterior 

 
In this picture, we can see that all the conditions diverge in terms of the voltage, but pattern 

alike. Peaks for the four conditions appear at the same time around 5,750 ms and 6,250 ms. 

Right anterior  

 
Here, the two gender match conditions are close together in voltage. Again, all four conditions 

seem to peak at around 5,750 ms and 6,250 ms. 

 

Right posterior 
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The same peaks occur again at around the same time. This time, the two modifier conditions are 

close together. 

Left posterior 

 
There is another peak at around 5,750 ms here for all four conditions, but the second peak is not 

quite found for the complement/match condition, which is separated from the other three 

conditions. 

 It seems that the participant shows distinct neural activity in all four areas of the brain, for 

all four conditions at around 5,750 ms and 6,250 ms (except for the left posterior region at 6,250 
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ms). The modifier conditions pattern alike in the right posterior area, and the two gender match 

conditions do so in the right anterior area. Those peaks coincide with crucial moments of sentence 

interpretation. In other words, higher voltage at these crucial moments illustrate extra processing 

loads necessary to form syntactic representations carrying intermediate traces, thereby bringing 

evidence that the participant did indeed process the intermediate trace in each one of the stimulus 

items that she was presented with. 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

The results of this case study offer new evidence concerning the processing mechanisms at play 

in reading comprehension of long-distance dependencies. In all the areas at the scalp that were 

investigated, the native speaker shows distinct neural reflexes at approximately 5,750 ms and 

6,250 ms. The participant shows that she is able to compute syntactic details linked to anaphora 

resolution and to different wh-movement representations. The participant crucially showed that 

computations linked to the processing of noun complements and noun phrase modifiers are 

different, thereby backing up generative theories of wh-movement. In addition, the results of the 

participant’s neural activity provide evidence for the processing of long-distance dependencies 

involving intermediate traces as in (31) above. 

The results described above provide answers to the two research questions expressed 

earlier and reproduced here. RQ1: Do intermediate traces as described by generative syntactic 

theory find psychological and neural correlates? – The present study did find neural correlates 

for intermediate traces as the participant's brain activity was clearly different at the exact 

moments where processing loads were expected to be made heavier by such traces. RQ2: How 

do native speakers of French process intermediate traces? – The native speaker involved in this 

study processed intermediate traces by activating parts of the brain that do not seem as much 

activated when not presented with complex syntax. However, which parts of the brain exactly are 

involved is not a question that can be answered after an EEG experiment. Electroencephalograms 

record activity at the scalp. Electricity moves around a great deal between the point where it is 

generated and the point where it is picked up at the scalp. In order to monitor location, the use of 

fMRI technology is crucial. What the EEG tells us is that there is more electrical activity, 

somewhere. This nevertheless constitutes evidence for heavier processing loads. 
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 These case-study results come as evidence for the theoretical concept of such traces. The 

results highly suggest that neuroimaging techniques such as EEG are an appropriate way to 

investigate sentence processing and that this technology could be used as a supplement to 

reading times and eye-tracking tasks. However, one must be cautious not to generalize results 

provided by one participant. In order to confirm those results, the same experiment should be 

conducted with a minimum of 30 participants so as to obtain convincing statistical data. In 

addition, a follow-up study might introduce oral stimuli that the participants could listen to, 

instead of read. There exists great variation between written and spoken French, and it would be 

interesting to examine how differently participants react to both, and in two different delivery 

modalities. 
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Appendix - Sample 

1.  

A. Quel livre de lui est-ce que Paul a dit qui avait été lu attentivement? 

B. Quel livre de lui est-ce que Marie a dit qui avait été lu attentivement? 

C. Quel livre par lui est-ce que Paul a dit qui avait été lu attentivement? 

D. Quel livre par lui est-ce que Marie a dit qui avait été lu attentivement? 

 

2.  

A. Quel article de lui est-ce que Jean-Paul a dit qui avait été publié accidentellement? 

B. Quel article de lui est-ce que Lucie a dit qui avait été publié accidentellement? 

C. Quel article par lui est-ce que Jean-Paul a dit qui avait été publié accidentellement? 

D. Quel article par lui est-ce que Lucie a dit qui avait été publié accidentellement? 

 

3.  

A. Quelle lettre de lui est-ce que Pierre a dit qui avait été écrite amoureusement? 

B. Quelle lettre de lui est-ce que Sylvie a dit qui avait été écrite amoureusement? 

C. Quelle lettre par lui est-ce que Pierre a dit qui avait été écrite amoureusement? 

D. Quelle lettre par lui est-ce que Sylvie a dit qui avait été écrite amoureusement? 

 

4.  

A. Quel sketch de lui est-ce que Thomas a dit qui avait été sifflé méchamment? 

B. Quel sketch de lui est-ce que Rebecca a dit qui avait été sifflé méchamment? 

C. Quel sketch par lui est-ce que Thomas a dit qui avait été sifflé méchamment? 

D. Quel sketch par lui est-ce que Rebecca a dit qui avait été sifflé méchamment? 

 

5.  

A. Quelle chanson de lui est-ce que Joseph a dit qui avait été fredonnée mélodieusement? 

B. Quelle chanson de lui est-ce que Brigitte a dit qui avait été fredonnée mélodieusement? 

C. Quelle chanson par lui est-ce que Joseph a dit qui avait été fredonnée mélodieusement? 

D. Quelle chanson par lui est-ce que Brigitte a dit qui avait été fredonnée mélodieusement? 
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6.  

A. Quel dessert de lui est-ce que William a dit qui avait été primé rapidement? 

B. Quel dessert de lui est-ce que Marine a dit qui avait été primé rapidement 

C. Quel dessert par lui est-ce que William a dit qui avait été primé rapidement? 

D. Quel dessert par lui est-ce que Marine a dit qui avait été primé rapidement? 

 

7.  

A. Quelle histoire de lui est-ce que Nathan a dit qui avait été racontée maladroitement? 

B. Quelle histoire de lui est-ce que Laura a dit qui avait été racontée maladroitement? 

C. Quelle histoire par lui est-ce que Nathan a dit qui avait été racontée maladroitement? 

D. Quelle histoire par lui est-ce que Laura a dit qui avait été racontée maladroitement? 

 

8.  

A. Quel récit de lui est-ce que François a dit qui avait été mémorisé entièrement? 

B. Quel récit de lui est-ce que Claire a dit qui avait été mémorisé entièrement? 

C. Quel récit par lui est-ce que François a dit qui avait été mémorisé entièrement? 

D. Quel récit par lui est-ce que Claire a dit qui avait été mémorisé entièrement? 

 

9.  

A. Quelle proposition de lui est-ce que Jacques a dit qui avait été reçue chaleureusement? 

B. Quelle proposition de lui est-ce que Sophie a dit qui avait été reçue chaleureusement? 

C. Quelle proposition par lui est-ce que Jacques a dit qui avait été reçue chaleureusement? 

D. Quelle proposition par lui est-ce que Sophie a dit qui avait été reçue chaleureusement? 

 

10.  

A. Quelle annonce de lui est-ce que Luc a dit qui avait été postée partout? 

B. Quelle annonce de lui est-ce que Mélodie a dit qui avait été postée partout? 

C. Quelle annonce par lui est-ce que Luc a dit qui avait été postée partout? 

D. Quelle annonce par lui est-ce que Mélodie a dit qui avait été postée partout? 


